
Prenatal
Yoga

YOUR
GU IDE
TO

care for your body
+

prepare for childbirth
+

connect with God



Congratulations! 
What a beautiful new adventure you're on!

Whether you found this guide because your
doctor suggested you try yoga or you're a long
time yogi looking for ways to adapt your practice
for your pregnancy, I am so glad you're here.

The goal in prenatal yoga is not to be
superwoman, trying to do all the same things you
did pre-pregnancy. Instead, I invite you to use this
time to honor the changes happening in your
body and prepare your body, heart, and soul for
the new thing God is doing in and through you.

In this guide, you'll find the following: 
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Yoga props that will change your life

Why prenatal yoga

Modifications for pregnancy-
specific aches & pains

Tips for each trimester
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http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
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Why practice
prenatal yoga?

Help encourage optimal fetal position

Relieve aches and pains of pregnancy

Relieve stress and anxiety

A better birthing experience!

Learn & utilize deep breathing techniques

Build physical strength for needed for
birth & postpartum

Connect with and strengthen your pelvic
floor muscles (again, helpful for birth!)

http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
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PROPS!
 [a pregnant mamas best friend]

1. Two yoga blocks

2. A Blanket

Props can make a huge difference in your yoga
practice, making once uncomfortable or challenging
poses much more accessible. These are the top two

props you'll need for prenatal yoga:

Sitting on a folded blanket, or placing one under your
knees while on all fours can make your practice much
more comfortable. You don't need anything fancy here.
A simple blanket or bath towel will do the trick.

Yoga blocks act as extensions of your arms, which really
comes in handy as your belly grows! They help make
transitions a lot easier and safer for you and baby.

Here's a link to the blocks I use: http://amzn.to/1qM9YpW

I like these because they come in a set of two, are
affordable, and lightweight. 

http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
http://amzn.to/1qM9YpW
http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
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How to modify
if you're

experiencing...

SI Joint (sacroiliac) discomfort

Pubic symphysis discomfort

SI pain feels like soreness or throbbing on either side of your
low back. Unfortunately, this is a common occurrence in
pregnancy as your body releases more of the hormone relaxin,
loosening your joints and contributing to misalignment in your
SI joint (the place your sacrum and pelvis meet).

--Use a block between your thighs in Downward Dog
--Take a shorter and wider stance in poses like Warrior 1 and    
     Pyramid to encourage neutrality in your pelvis
--Take balancing poses like Warrior 3 at the wall (with your foot
   pressing into the wall) 

The pubic symphysis is a cartilaginous joint at the front of your
pelvis. During pregnancy, relaxin contributes to a natural
flexibility here to help with delivery, but for some women, this
can feel pretty painful. 

--Use the same modifications as above, and additionally...
--Take a narrower stance in Warrior 2, Goddess, or any other      
   poses with a wide or deep stance.

http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
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How to modify
if you're

experiencing...

Round Ligament discomfort

Acid reflux

Your uterus remains anchored to your pelvis and spine via 8
different ligaments (think of a hot air balloon anchored by a
series of ropes to its basket). Two of these are called round
ligaments and they run from deep in your groin to the top of
your uterus. These ligaments lengthen and stretch as your
uterus grows. It's not uncommon during pregnancy to
experience sharp pain here during sudden movement, as they
are already strained.

--Take transitions slowly and avoid quick, jerky movements

The cocktail of hormones throughout pregnancy may mean you
experience acid reflux, even if you hadn't pre-pregnancy. Avoid
dropping your head below your heart while practicing yoga.

--Place a block under your forehead in child's pose
--Place your hands at the wall for Downward Dog, creating a        
  90 degree angle, rather than placing your hands on the mat
--Keep your head lifted in Forward Fold, or avoid the pose            
  altogether

http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
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Tips for 
1st trimester

Give yourself grace for however you're feeling today

Avoid focused compression of your abdominals by
skipping core-specific work in yoga or any other fitness

practice

The hormone relaxin is at it's highest during the first
trimester, softening your ligaments and making your
joints more susceptible to injury. Avoid the temptation
to overstretch because of this potential newfound

flexibility. Honor the changes happening in your body
now and make it easier for yourself postpartum. 

http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
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Tips for 
2nd trimester

Give yourself grace for however you're feeling today

As your belly grows, you'll begin to notice the need to
modify a lot more poses than before. Props really come
in handy here, as does the attitude of surrender and

acceptance of your changing body.

Begin to use your time on your yoga mat to connect
with your baby and prepare for childbirth. Explore what
it feels like to turn inwards and focus on your breath,

particularly during more challenging poses. Discover
helpful relaxation and grounding tools you can take

with you into the delivery room.

http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
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Tips for 
3rd trimester

Give yourself grace for however you're feeling today

OPTIMAL FETAL POSITION is the primary focus of the
3rd trimester. Avoid the temptation to lie on your back
or collapse into the couch for hours, but encourage
baby to settle in head down, spine alongside the left
side of your belly. Lots of hip circles and cat/cow

movements can be helpful; lie on your side or rest with
your back propped up with pillows. 

If you know your baby is breech, avoid deep squats.
Encourage baby to flip with lots of mini-inversions:
butt-up child's pose and Downward Dog are great.

http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
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Happy yoga-ing!
As with all exercise programs, please
check with your care provider before
practicing, and stop immediately if you
notice a sudden change in how you feel.

Praying you have a healthy pregnancy
and beautiful birth!

Click the YouTube icon and enjoy
faith-filled prenatal yoga videos
you can do right at home!  

Click the logo to read more
about prenatal yoga, childbirth,

and life postpartum on my blog!

http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/tag/prenatal
http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
http://carolinewilliamsyoga.com/prenatal-yoga
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0n6WQ3_PAePXz_IZzXZFGA

